ABSTRACT
Introduction
Web Services, as other middleware technologies, aim to provide mechanisms to bridge heterogeneous platforms, allowing data to flow across various programs.
In very short time since web services were proposed, an impressive range of supporting tools has been offered that enable the development and deployment of web services. However, these tools suffer of two important weaknesses:
i) The approaches typically used to integrate services in client applications are very static and do not allow any dynamic adaptations of the web services themselves or the way they are used [12] .
ii) XML messages are at the heart of the Web Services infrastructure. Nevertheless, current approaches to Web Services development wrap the messaging layer hard coded in Java or C# source code. Consequently, whenever the structure of the messages changes all classes where this messages are codified must be rewrote and recompiled.
Many researches [6, 12, 15, 17] consider Aspects Oriented Programming (AOP) [2] as an answer for these limitations. The AOP is one of the most promising solutions to the problem of creating clean and well-encapsulated objects without extraneous functionality. It allows the separation of crosscutting concerns into single units called aspects, which are modular units of crosscutting implementation. AOP presents three main concepts: Joinpoints -Points in a program execution; Pointcuts -Program constructs to designate a set of joinpoints and Advices -Code that runs upon meeting certain conditions. Using AOP, each aspect is expressed in a separate and natural form, and can be dynamically combined by a Weaver (tool that merges advices to classes). As a result, AOP contributes widely to increase the reusability of the source code and provides mechanisms to dynamically weave new functionalities (aspects).
In our previous researches, we provide a solution which offers a dynamic mechanism to compute the service contract on the fly, enabling Web Services to become fully aware of the business requirements [9] .This approach increase the adaptability of the Web service behavior depending on the service contract. However, we observed two important limitations: i) SOAP engine dependency and ii) programming language dependency.
To overcome the above mentioned limitations, we propose a new approach for changing the behaviour of the web service by using Aspect Oriented Programming concepts. In fact, we consider the advice as a web service and we specify a XML language for describing poincuts, jointpoints and to invoking advices (Web Services). The language independence is achieved by using XML [22] for describing the aspects. The SOAP engine independency is reached by using an XQuery engine [21] , to generate the SOAP messages to invoking the advices.
This paper is organised as follows: section 2 presents an overview of our previous approach and points some observed limitations. Section 3 presents our new approach. Section 4 draws comparisons with other works and points some observed limitations. Finally, we conclude and point some future works in Section 6.
Our former approach

Overview
In our previous work, we proposed a SOAP service design where non functional requirements, handled normally within the SOAP engine, are encapsulated into aspects and managed by a policy engine instead of by the SOAP engine (figure 1). Firstly, Aspects are weaved to the stub because it provides a natural Meta object to focus on the service itself. Secondly, the weaving is made when the service is loaded to enable one syntactical analysis of the policies document for each new instance. Thirdly, the weaver is an application capable of reading the policy document, interpreting the policies, selecting the relevant aspects and finally mixing them with the plain stub.
For space limitations we do not present in depth our former work. More details can be found in [9] .
Limitations
As above described, to reach our purpose, we must make some changes in the SOAP engine handlers'. In fact, we must redefine the handlers' role considering only the SOAP logic and encapsulating the nonfunctional handling logic inside aspects. Consequently, each SOAP engine must redefine its own architecture. Moreover, this approach was tested on the AXIS SOAP engine, but each SOAP engine has its proprietary architecture. So, our previous approach as SOAP engine dependent.
Another drawback of our former approach is that for weaving aspects to the main stub we must use a specific AOP Weaver or reflection platform and these tools are language dependent.
Regarding these limitations, we propose a new architecture that promotes SOAP engine and programming language independency as described in the following section.
New approach
Main Ideas
We propose to use AOP concepts and not AOP platforms to realize the adaptability of Web services. This choice is made for many reasons:
Firstly, the time of weaving in AOP paradigm (before, after and around) is convenient and sufficient to handle non-functional requirements for Web services. The requirements which must to be satisfied occur before, after or around the invocation of one method from the Web service. The real implementation of the Web Service does not change and it is hidden by the WSDL description. So, the WSDL description is sufficient to identify where we will add a new behavior for the service.
Secondly, the concept of pointcuts (program constructs to designate joinpoints and collect specific context at those points) in AOP can be applied to the WSDL description by using expressions path [19] . Expressions path are patterns which permit addressing parts of an XML document. They allow to navigate in the hierarchy of the XML document and to find a specific path in this hierarchy. So, these expressions permit us to recover a specific method signature or a set of methods signatures that we want to modify the behavior. This idea is very close to the joinpoints and the pointcuts in AOP paradigm.
Thirdly, we consider the advice concept as a Web service instead of applying an advice implemented in a specific AOP platform language. The advice is considered as a Web service and can be invoked by using SOAP messaging. This allows to avoid the main problem related to AOP platforms: Lack of a standard model for specifying and declaring an aspect.
Web Services invocations are usually hard coded in the client side. To overcome this drawback we propose to use an XQuery engine to generate the SOAP messages invocations for the advices, which are itself Web Services.
The XQuery engine assures us a centralized way to generate SOAP messages instead of spread it in the client source code.
A relevant aspect is that XQuery is a W3C specification and will become a standard in few months. Consequently, all vendors want to implement W3C compliant tools. So the advices invocations are independent of mechanism or specific software artifacts
Motivating Scenario
To better understand the ideas described above, consider the following simplistic example:
A financial institution resolves to expose a Web Service to withdraw money from its clients account. The Original Web Service has an authentication policy. After a while, the institution resolves to change this authentication policy.
Using a classical approach, considering that is required a changing in the authentication method signature, the programmer must identify all authenticated methods and rewrite the authentication invocation. In other words -the programmer must modify, recompile, retest and finally redeploy the Web Service.
Using our approach, the programmer can, for instance, develop an advice called authentication and specify, on the XML file descriptor, that before the evocation of the method Withdraw in the Original Web Service must be invocated the Advice authentication. In the next Original Web Service invocation the engine will be aware of the rules specified in the XML file and will generate an http/SOAP invocation to the advice authentication in order to authenticate the user based on the new policy. This way, no changes are required in the original Web Service. The original Web Service behavior is changed by means of its interaction with the Advices.
There is not a real weaving between the Original Web Service and the Advice. Consequently, each one can be developed in different paradigm, programming language, and operating system platform.
Proposed Architecture
The new approach architecture presents three components ( figure 2): i)The XML schema: it describes how an aspect must be specified and declared.
ii)The XQuery Module Generator (XMG): it takes as input the aspect XML file and generates the XQuery script to invoke Web services.
iii)The XQuery Engine: it executes the XQuery script generated for the XMG. Figure 2 . Service weaver architecture These components will be described in depth in the following subsections.
The XML schema
Many AOP platforms such as AspectWerkz [3], JBoss AOP [11] and Spring AOP [16] use XML for declaring an aspect. The differential of our approach is that the advice element references to a Web service (by means of the WSDL file URI). Figure 3 shows a XML Schema fragment to declare an Aspect.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> … <xs:element name="advice"> <xs:complexType> <xs:sequence> <xs:element ref="Pointcut"/> <xs:element ref="content"/> </xs:sequence> <xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:String" use="required"/> <xs:attribute name="type" type="typeAdvice" use="required"/> </xs:complexType> </xs:element> … <xs:element name="content"> <xs:complexType> <xs:attribute name="urn" type="xs:String" use="required"/> <xs:attribute name="status" type="true|false"/> </xs:complexType> </xs:element> …. </xs:schema> Due the lack of space, we present only the advice element. This element is constituted by two elements: the "pointcutName" element which contains an XPath expression for locating a signature of a method or an attribute in the WSDL file. The "content" element references the Web service. It contains the "URN" (Universal resource Name) of the service which will be invoked as an advice and a "status" attribute which contains the system administrator's expected result of the advice invocation. This attribute is not mandatory and receives true or false depending on the result of the advice execution. The 'type' attribute specify the type of the advice: before, after or around.
Considering our motivating example, the XML file descriptor that contains the Aspects rules interactions with the Original Web Services for the above described example would be like this:
<advice name="authenticate" type="before"> <Pointcut name="withdraw" expr="Service2.WithD*" urn="urn_wsdl_service2"> <content urn="urn_wsdl_service1" status="true" > </advice>
Figure 4: part of the XML file descritor
This XML file descriptor ask the engine that always the methods that match with the regular expression "Service2.WithD*" were invocated the engine must invoke before the advice Service1.Authentication. The Original method invocation is conditioned to the response obtained from authentication method. Only if the status is true the "WithDraw" method must be invocated.
XQuery Module Generator
The XQuery Module Generator receives as input the XML aspect descriptor depicted above and generates the XQuery script which makes the invocation of the original Web services and advices. This module is very simplistic and can be implemented in several programming language or in XQuery itself.
Based in the XML file descriptor depicted in the figure 4, the engine must generate the following XQuery script:
1. import service namespace Service1 = "urn: urn_wsdl_service1" name "Authentication"; 2. import service namespace Service2 = "urn: In the line 3 the method "authenticate" is invoked. The XQuery engine automatically generate the SOAP messages based on the WSDL description localized in the URN (Uniform Resource Name) specified on import statement (line 1). The line 4 test if the result returned by the first web service is true. The line 5 invokes the "WithD" if the condition at line 4 is satisfied.
Based on a well defined set of rules the engine can generate complex interactions among Original Web Services methods and Advices. But the mechanism to accomplish the interactions is relatively simple.
For example, when a Before Advice is detected, the engine intercepts the http/SOAP request to the Original method and redirect it (before) to the appropriated Advice, it then captures the Advice http/soap response and send it to the Originally invoked Web Service method. The Original Web Service method accomplishes the task and sends the response to the client caller. This process is showed in the figure 6. 
XQuery Engine
The XQuery engine can be any existing XQuery implementation which follows the W3C XQuery specification [21] .
In fact, since May 2003 XQuery work draft was published, a lot of XQuery implementations Proceedings of the International Conference on Next Generation Web Services Practices (NWeSP'05) incorporated the notion of modules. One of the vanguard works was developed at IBM labs [13] . Nevertheless, nowadays there are a lot of commercial tools such as XQuery Stylus Studio [6] , TigerLogic [14] and Liquid Data [4] that implement this feature. A Web Service can be imported in amodule. Once the Web Service is imported, its methods are available and, when it is invoked, the SOAP messages are generated automatically by the XQuery engine. The tools above mentioned occults SOAP messages generation details for the programmer. Using a XQuery engine, it is possible to combine Web Services as pipes (Software development philosophy introduced for UNIX operating system where complex tasks are performed by bringing together a collection of simpler tools), routing the output of a Web Service as input for another Web Service. This characteristic suggests XQuery as an efficient mechanism to weave the Aspects to the Original Web Services.
Discussion and Related Works
One important characteristic of this work is that our proposal requires minimal changes on the existing infrastructure.
There are a lot of XQuery engines that implement interoperability with Web Services. In addition, all tools vendors want to become full compliant with the W3C specification.
AOP is widely used to improve component based software development. There are also a lot of available tools to implement AOP techniques in several programming languages. Nevertheless, these tools are language or platform dependent.
Our work is very close to JAsCO [17] and JAsCo.Net [18] . However, the earlier is limited to Java domain. The intention of JAsCo is to provide an aspect-oriented extension to Java. In addition, the aspects specifications are written in Java. We propose a XML Language to describe Aspects. Similar idea is used in JBOSS AOP and Aspectwerkz [3] .
JAsCo.Net is an innovative approach that provides an aspect-oriented extension for the Microsoft .NET platform. But, likewise the original JAsCo, JAsCO.Net is dependent of Microsoft.Net framework. JAsCO.Net uses the Microsoft's Common Language Runtime (CLR) to provide language independency.
Many other researcher teams use AOP to increase web service adaptability. In [6] , they developed an AOP platform for Web services named WSML based on JAsCo to allow loose coupling between client and server side. The difference of our approach is that we use the main concepts of AOP (advices, pointcut and jointpoints) and not a ready to use platforms. We developed our own weaver based on XQuery.
In [15] , they propose a methodology based on aspect to capture crosscutting concerns such as transaction and security but there is no reference to implementation of this approach.
The main difference of our work and all other approaches is the usage of Web Services as assembly blocks to build Advices. This idea provides platform and programming language independency to develop Web Services and Advices. Consequently, we can merge Original Web Services developed in Java with an Advice developed in C# and vice-versa.
Our approach is course-grained and provides a non-intrusive way to hot fix Web Services. However, the non-invasive approach produces an important limitation to change existing behavior codified as private methods that are evoked internally for the public methods. For instance, if in the above sample the Authentication method was codified as a private method and it was hard coded evoked inside the Withdraw method we can not change this behavior using our approach.
So, to better use our approach the developer must identify, a priori, the behaviors that can change in the future and codify them as public methods.
Using our approach, it is possible to add new functionalities seamlessly. But, to remove or change existing ones they must be implemented as a public method and have a public signature described in WSDL.
We advocate the development of patterns in accordance with the early aspects initiative [8] to modularize efficiently the behaviors that can change and codify them as public methods.
Conclusion and Future Works
This paper presents how to apply AOP techniques using Web Services as assembly blocks to increase hot fix capacities to SOA.
Our approach is very useful to add new functionalities and presents some limitations to remove or change behavior implemented as private methods. We propose to modify the Web Services behavior by means of its interactions. As private methods do not interact with the external world we cannot change the behaviors implemented internally as private method.
These limitations are resulted from our choice for a coarse-grained model. Our option is justified for the main idea behind Web Services paradigm: to minimize what the applications need to know to interact meaningfully ones each other.
Currently, we are finishing the development of our first prototype as proof of concept. We are developing another prototype using a BPEL4WS (Business Process Execution Language for Web Services) engine instead an XQuery engine.
We will continue using XQuery to generate the BPEL4WS [5] script. In fact, we can see AOP weaving as a simplistic manner to compose Web services. The motivation to develop a new prototype based in BPEL4WS is that BPEL4WS is a standard for Service composition. The XQuery specification is not yet a W3C standard and in spite of XQuery demonstrates be a good alternative to combine Web Service this task is not its main purpose.
Another direction we are investigating is to develop design patterns regarding early aspects initiative know-how to better identify the changeprone behaviors and modularize their implementations as public methods. 
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